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‘Problematic situations’
• Development of new and emerging science & technology
(NEST): novelty & uncertainty
▫ How to respond?
• Initial response: „tried and tested‟ approaches
• Institutional level: „organized irresponsibility‟
▫ How to „organise‟ responsibilities?
• Novel response: discourse on „responsible development‟ of
nanotechnology
▫ How to “do” responsible development?
• Reflective inquiry
• Anticipation and embedding of nanotechnology in society:

▫ Focus on responses to societal pressures
▫ Also some interactions across the gap between innovation and
ELSA

The ‘problematic situation’ constituted by the call for
increased accountability/responsibility: findings with
scientists
• Standard repertoires & institutional context of science
▫ Justification: primary responsibility to work towards progress
in science
▫ Allows scientists to get on with the core business of doing
science
▫ However, SRs are constraining …
 Scientists‟ problem definition: external pressures on ongoing
work
 Leads to “tried and tested” strategies of action
 Difficult to respond to the problematic situation

‘Wicked’ problems related to the ‘responsible
development’ of nanotechnology: industrialists
• Situation more heterogeneous
• Recognition that traditional responses are no longer sufficient
• Focus on the process of responsible development: transparency,
Corporate Social Responsibility
• Leading (“good”) firms (some chemical companies) may attract
the blame
• NGOs (if “good” NGOs) accepted as watchdogs

Taking stock: what do these findings add
up to?
•

Recognition of „problematic situations‟ but
phrased in terms of external pressures on
daily business
•

•

However…
•

•

such responses reflect accumulated experience
and insight; legitimate justifications
such responses are insufficient to respond to
the „problematic situation‟ of novel
nanotechnology and the call for its responsible
development

Why?
 reference to existing roles and mandates
„blackboxes‟ warrants for action
 who will take initiatives in a situation of
organized irresponsibility?

Sociological reflexivity and a multi-level
form of reflective inquiry
• Co-evolution at the collective level
▫ Adds greater complexity
• Micro-level „reflective inquiry‟
▫ embedded in meso- and macro-level settings
 meso-level: institutions and sectors
 macro-level: division of moral labour
▫ shaping effect of patterns and dynamics at these levels is important
• Sociologically informed reflective inquiry
▫ multi-level dynamics of co-evolution of technology and society
 reflective inquiry located at different levels and with different actors
 modulation of ongoing patterns and dynamics at micro-, meso- and
macro levels

Building blocks for sociologically informed
reflective inquiry
• Allow for a more adequate and longer-term response to
problematic situations
▫ Ambivalence of promising technology
▫ Stimulating the articulation of reflexivity
▫ Analysis of the adequacy of current divisions of moral
labour
• Possibilities for reflective inquiry
▫ Articulating reflexivity (individual level), lots of activities
▫ Institutional reflexivity (and change) is lacking
▫ Against backdrop of (possibly) evolving divisions of moral
labour
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